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Gabriel N Shulman
Information Design + Product Development

              + EXPERIENCE     + EDUCATION 

               + ABOUT

ORACLE Corporation      Columbia, MD   

August 2011 - Present

Technical Trainer
Focusing on eLearning, project management & 
product development, and product evangelism, I am 
a focused and creative problem solver. Managing 2-3 
projects simultaneously I get my work done well, have 
fun doing it and truly enjoy working in a collaborative 
environment.

July 2014 - December 2016

Roadi mobile application      Baltimore, MD

Vice President, Product Development/ 
User Experience Design

As Vice President of UX Design, I headed the 
application’s information architecture and graphical 
user interface development effort. My style, 
minimalist in “feel”, leans heavily towards a simple 
and intuitive user interface. 

The complex combination of user experience design and 
project management drew me to pursuing a graduate degree. 
I enjoy the chance to challenge myself and others while 
blending curriculum design, user experience and writing into a 
cohesive, enjoyable finished product. Bringing passion and fun 
to the workplace, I anchor those qualities on a solid bedrock 
of excellent business practices and a great  work ethic.
+ Learn more at https://www.linkedin.com/in/gabeshulman

Towson University     Towson, MD 
Bachelor of Fine Arts: Mass Communication
My fascination with the design of what made a 
good advertisement and what the viewer took 
away from that experience, no matter how brief, 
led me to Towson’s program. Here I focused 
not only on design but also organizational and 
interpersonal communication, topics I employ 
daily as a trainer and information designer.

June 2005

Drury University     Springfield, MO, Online  
Social Media Certification
Design and interaction can only get you so far in today’s 
social media-based culture. Every interactive experience 
must have a social aspect or they will rarely achieve 
their full market potential. I learned how to write for 
different media outlets as well as how to manage 
multiple media streams and varied message formats.

April 2011

University of Baltimore       Baltimore, MD 
Masters Degree: Publications Design
I embarked on this degree path in order to explore 
my love of the ever-changing aspects of design and 
function. The principles I have learned over the past 
3 years have expanded the way I look at design, 
applications and the many, exciting ways we interact 
with the physical and digital world.
+ Major projects available for review at GabeShulman.com

June 2015

February 2016 - Present

Owner/ Designer 

Gabriel Nathan Design LLC     Columbia, MD

My goal with GND is to help small businesses 
take their products to market using simple and 
easy to understand web tools. By employing 
template websites and initially controlling the 
design and content, I am able to create a well-
organized site that best displays the clients 
message. I then train my clients on how to 
update content, import images and develop their 
websites on their own going forward. 

               + COMPETENCIES

+ eLearning Curriculum Development
+ Classroom Training
+ Project Management
+ Product Development
+ Product Evangelism


